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Abstract
This article discusses the social exclusion of deprived groups on the example of the countries of the European Union. It gives the statistical data of the analysis of indicators with the identification of the causes of social exclusion. The paper considers institutionalization of social exclusion in the structure of modern society in the context of the European social model. The problems of socialization and social deformation of individuals related to drug abuse, distancing the state from solving the problems at the stage of taking drugs and at the stage of remission are an important aspect of the study. In general, we can talk about a single model of exclusion of deviant groups from society. In turn, it is the application of an interdisciplinary analysis to the study of narcotism and the social exclusion of the users of narcotic drugs helps to present this model and to show the ways of its reconstruction in order to reduce public grievance, as well as to restore the identity of the drug abuser. The main theses of the work arising from the application of the theory of social exclusion to the study of socially excluded deprived groups – the drug users, can be developed and specified in further studies of groups that are excluded from society for health reasons. The results of this study contribute to the expansion of the scientific understanding of the processes of institutionalization of social exclusion, form the basis for a new theoretical and applied area of focus in the sociology of deviant behavior.
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Introduction
Social exclusion is a relatively new research framework that addresses the problems of poverty, discrimination, intolerance, stigmatization and the infringement of human rights. Social expulsion implies the absence or denial of resources and rights in a number of communities, resulting in their inability to participate in society’s life, which affects the quality of life of socially expelled people and negatively affects society on the whole.

The authorship of the concept of “social exclusion” or “social expulsion” is attributed to the Secretary of State of the French government, René Lenoir, and implies any deprivation hindering the full integration of a person into the system of social relations [13]. This category primarily includes people with mental retardation and physical disabilities, orphans, people with addictions, marginals, people living below the poverty line [23].

The principles of equality in Europe, as well as the increasing role of democratic values, leads to an increase in the interest of the social sciences in the study of national minorities and economically challenged strata. The rapid growth of such social groups and, consequently, the exacerbation of the problem of unequal rights and opportunities is promoted by frequent economic crises and intensive migration, which leads to rising unemployment rate, forcing some groups of the population to fall below the poverty line.

Methods
When working on this article, the authors used methods such as: the search and study of research literature; the study of publications of Internet sources on the problem under consideration, general scientific empirical methods, such as comparison, observation, analysis, and content analysis.

A significant contribution to the study of the functioning of social institutions in society was made by G. Spencer, E. Durkheim, T. Parsons, A. Grauchi, D. North. [4]


Results and Discussion
The aspects of drug use, mainly concerning the problem areas and related to the state of social exclusion, and negatively affecting both the most excluded and the society on the whole, have been studied. At the same time, an analysis of the scientific literature has shown that there is a lack of a holistic view of the mechanisms for institutionalizing social exclusion / inclusion, a system of inclusion of socially excluded deviant groups and individuals into society has not been theoretically developed; there is no description of the scenarios of social exclusion of deprived groups; lack of a systematic analysis of social response strategies to the practices of social exclusion of deprived groups.

The existing approaches to the understanding of social exclusion show that the study of this problem is europeanized. In 1975, the European Economic Community (EEC) developed the programs of actions to combat poverty, and already in the 1980s a five-year program was adopted on the economic and social integration of socially disadvantaged groups into society. In accordance with the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU, the Member States and the European Union are working together on the task of reducing poverty and marginalization of Europeans, improving the level and quality of life, and developing human potential. The European Commission contributes to the cooperation of countries, provides information and analytical support, conducts research, develops common initiatives, benchmarks and indicators, together with the Economic and Social Committee provides the necessary advice and gives opinions. In December 2010, the European Platform against Poverty and Social Exclusion was adopted. Under this platform, the European Commission mobilizes efforts in all policy areas to achieve the objectives set by the Europe 2020 program in this area [2].

The adoption of these measures was a reaction to the fact that in 2009 poverty was an acute problem for European society: about a quarter of the EU population lived below the poverty line. 2010 was declared the European Year for Combating Poverty and Social Exclusion. The initiative was aimed at mobilizing joint efforts of citizens, officials and social partners to combat poverty and social isolation, which has been affecting the most vulnerable groups of the population – young people, the elderly, unskilled workers, children from single-parent families, migrants. Employment problems that have exacerbated during the crisis period increase the growth of poverty and inequality.

One tenth of the workers, mainly with low qualifications and temporarily employed, belongs to the category of the poor. Currently, there are 21.7 million unemployed people in the European Union – over 12 million of them have been unemployed for over a year, including 7 million – for more than two years; 14 million young people – 15-29 years old out of employment, education or training. Thus, at the present moment, poverty and inequality have increased and the European Union has put off the goal rather than approached it [2].

As a result of the growth of unemployment, the number of criminality and the growth of drug addiction increase. The socially excluded group of drug users is one of the most excluded among exclusive groups of society. For society, the issue of protection of rights and freedoms and inclusion of socially excluded groups is not a priority. Every person is endowed with natural rights from the moment of birth until the moment of death, human rights are inseparable from a person, and the possibility of their realization should be given to all people without exception. Responsibilities for the implementation and observance of human rights are assigned to government agencies that are the source, the author of institutionalized discriminatory scenarios.

A policy aimed primarily at combating drugs trafficking and ignoring the processes of recovery and inclusion of drug addicts is inhuman and runs counter to the legal and political trends and socio-political discourses of modern times. The effect of effectual policy is to reduce the level of drug use, as well as to realize the rights of socially excluded people, to low mortality rate and sufferings associated with the use of psychoactive substances. The theory of social exclusion is focused on practical activities in the field of social policy, analysis of interdisciplinary research on drug addiction and power scenarios through the prism of the theory of social exclusion, fixed at the level of normative legal acts, allows to determine the vectors of inclusion of deprived groups [14].

Use of narcotics and drug addiction are complex problems that have a unique history in various societies and specific theoretical research approaches in the sciences: sociology, medicine, economics, political science, psychology, law [15]. In sociology, narcotism and narcotization are the subject of study of the sociology of medicine and the sociology of deviance (deviantology). A separate scientific field of addictology has been formed – the sociology of addictions (alcoholic, narcotic, gambling, computer). Despite the fact that narcotism is a disease caused by the use of narcotic substances, it is primarily regarded as a form of deviant behavior. “The problem of inclusion / exclusion, first raised by French sociologists in the 60s-70s of the last century, has acquired particular importance for deviantology. The number of “excluded” (countries and groups of the population) from the active economic, political, social, cultural activities is getting greater, the gap between the “included” and “excluded” is getting wider [17].

Following the objectivist approach, narcotism (narcotization) is understood as a social problem and a form of deviant practices. Narcotism is the cause and effect of deviant behavior (delinquent nature) due to the use of prohibited psychoactive substances [24]. The objective and subjective nature of the existence of narcotism as a social problem is
explained by the emergence of a negative social phenomenon as a result of the violation of generally accepted social norms and the reaction of society to this phenomenon. Valuable experience regarding the deinstitutionalization of the deviation of drug users has been realized in England. A comparative analysis of the British medical approach and the American prohibitive approach in the field of drug policy to drug addiction was carried out by American sociologist, author of several works on deviant behavior, and an expert in the field of anesthesiology, E. Shur. In general, based on the results of the analysis, the conclusions about the ineffectiveness of American drug policy in comparison with English one have been drawn. Drug addicts were not considered to be criminals in England, which consequently did not provoke an increase in criminal penalties as a result of drug use, despite this there was a strict control and punishment for the distribution of drugs. The key aspect of drug policy was the social rehabilitation of drug addicts and the implementation of the concept of reducing harm from drugs [8].

According to the European Monitoring Center for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) annual report, more than 32 million people, or almost 10% of the adult population in the European Union and Norway, used drugs in 2008, according to the annual report Most drug users in Europe (22.5 million) preferred marijuana. Amphetamine and ecstasy were taken by 2 million and 2.5 million people. About 4 million people are addicted to cocaine. Opiates, mostly heroin were often used by 1.2 million to 1.5 million people. Economists study the economic losses of society from drug addiction, which are expressed in reducing the amount of labor resources; the financial flows from the drug business that are unaccounted for by the state and the drug use market (supply and demand) are recorded. According to the World Drug Report 2014, “the overall situation with the prevalence of illicit drug use and problem drug use in the world remains generally stable, and the total number of drug users in the world increases in proportion to the growth of the global population” [9].

Within the framework of the cognitive approach, which has recently shown up wide range of application under the influence of the work of psychologists J. Piaget and A. Bandura, a low level of internal control is considered as the main reason that makes it difficult to quit using drug, and the violation of cognitive processes – as the main reason for the decline in social adaptability [17]. As part of the transactional analysis, the founder of which is E. Bern, normal personality development occurs with the coordinated interaction of an Adult, a Parent, a Child and in the event of intrapersonal conflicts a person is able to cope with them. A drug addict has one ego state dominating – the Child or an imbalance of Adult, Parent, Child occurs. On the other hand, drug addiction can be viewed as a game where an important part is played by co-dependents – the relatives of the addict who have no less imbalance in the psyche than the drug user has, and sometimes they do not allow the drug user to cease to play the role of the drug addict [18]. Thus, drug addiction is a family problem, as indicated by the representatives of the systems approach in psychology. It is important to note that deviation is due to the problems localized mainly not in the present, but in the past; and the channel of causality is often individualized and originates from the family.

Summary
Summing up the analysis of the problem of narcotization and narcotism within the scope of various sciences, we can note the complexity and multidimensionality of this phenomenon. Drug abuse undermines not only the physical health of the very consumer but also affects subsequent generations, and entails the possibility of contracting socially dangerous diseases that undermine the health of the nation (HIV, hepatitis C, etc.). The consequence of narcotization is also an increase in the number of crimes and in the number of prisoners. However, a drug user, despite his social danger, is a sick person (both physically and mentally) and, in fact, his disease is a manifestation of the dysfunction of both small social groups and society on the whole.

No concept concerning the study of narcomania and narcotization is self-sufficient, they all complement each other, which gives grounds to apply interdisciplinary analysis. Social exclusion or social expulsion is a new concept developed at the interdisciplinary level, which involves intolerance, discrimination, exclusion, stigmatization, non-conformism [27]. The study of the social exclusion of drug users is, in fact, an analysis of the forms of borderline complex problems arising from the distribution and the use of psychoactive substances. Two opposite strategies to be considered in two approaches to the understanding of drug addiction “medical” and “criminal” have been conceptualized: a drug addict as a sick person and a drug addict as a criminal. Scientific concepts are closely interrelated with legal scenarios and institutionalize certain social practices in society. In turn, response strategies are built on their basis – either combating drugs, or adopting them and building an inclusive model [32]. Based on the scientific concepts, political and legal scenarios, social and cultural and moral scenarios are formed, which exerts influence on the process of institutionalization of social exclusion of drug addicts and forms the processes of institutionalization of subsequent inclusion.

Conclusion
Summarizing this work, the following conclusions can be drawn: The government plays the main role in the institutionalization of strategies. It is the government that not only selects those who are to be excluded but also prescribes its own forms of punishment for various types of exclusion – from medical intervention to where there is no disease to imprisonment where there is no crime” [29]. A sociological analysis of normative legal acts allows us to explore the peculiar issues associated with the institutionalization of the exclusion of drug users in certain cultural conditions and time frames.
Social exclusion of drug addicts and drug users is formulated in the strategic principles of drug policy. The institutionalization process of drug addicts and drug users is laid at the macro level and manifests itself in the disruption of the functioning of the social system on the whole (systemic violations in the implementation of drug policies) and is fixed at the level of organizations in documents: legislative regulatory acts, instructions, prescriptions, etc. [4]. The impact of many social, economic, political, cultural factors reinforces or, on the contrary, weakens social exclusion in time and space. In turn, at the meso-level the exclusion is determined by the functioning of social institutions, the incompatibility of the regulatory legal framework with human rights, which has the effect of increasing harm from drugs, the unlawful situation in drug accounting, discriminatory scenarios in identifying drug users, inequality in receiving medical and social services by drug users, unbalanced allocation of budgetary resources between the state and public organizations aimed at social rehabilitation of drug addicts and imperfection of medical and rehabilitation procedures for drug users, enshrined in regulatory legal documents [28]. Discriminatory social practices that are common at the interpersonal level with regard to socially excluded groups reinforce the institutionalization of social exclusion and form psychological barriers and difficulties in finding employment both at the stage of the disease (use) and at the stage of rehabilitation.
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